Analysis Patterns are indicative analysis solutions for a recurrent problem. Many patterns have been proposed and are successfully used. The writing of a pattern follows a specific structure that can be tailored to each author's needs. We have developed an analysis pattern template that solves some previously identified gaps on other approaches. This paper focuses on the definition of a systematic process to guide developers to fill that analysis pattern template. The definition of this process will contribute to the unification of the analysis patterns representation, and thus for their understandability and completeness.
INTRODUCTION
Patterns are a well-known and broadly used technique to specify software design and implementation [3] . Analysis patterns usage is fast growing in the software engineering community. Many templates to specify analysis patterns have been proposed, analyzed and used through the years [4, 6, 7, 9] . As expected, these templates are based on the work already available for design patterns, and are tailored according to each author's needs and style. This led to a wide variety of analysis patterns styles, which compromise their usability by increasing the difficulty in analyzing and understanding different pattern templates.
In an attempt to unify the existing analysis patterns templates, we propose a template that combines the common features of the existing ones and adds new features that were missing. Since this template provides a wide variety of information, filling in all the fields may be a difficult task. So, we also propose a systematic process to assist software developers in building analysis patterns. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed analysis pattern template. Section 3 shows our process model. Section 4 discusses some related work. Finally, Section 5 draws some conclusion and points out directions for future work.
AN ANALYSIS PATTERN TEMPLATE
Current existing approaches to specify analysis and requirements patterns [4, 6, 7, 9] lack important detailed information to assist its usage by both young and experienced developers. Including certain specific details in the descriptions of patterns would facilitate the developer's work, as this would help them to take the right decisions on how to use the patterns efficiently and successfully. Examples of such information are a detailed list of functional and non-functional requirements, dependencies, conflict management, static and dynamic models, related patterns and anti-patterns. Moreover, each existing approach suggests a different template. Also, guidance on how patterns should be specified is not clearly defined. The lack of consensus on this matter, therefore, prevents those approaches from being accepted widely.
As a solution to these problems, Figure 1 proposes a template that unifies the existing ones and defines new entries to fill the identified gaps (an initial attempt to handle this problem was made in [8] ). These entries provide detailed information that covers from requirements descriptions and structural and behavioural modelling of the pattern to evolution issues, which are essential for the precise application of the pattern by the developer. Each entry in the template is numbered for referencing purposes only, not representing the filling order. This order wherein the various entries should be filled is given by the process described in Section 3. In general, there are no systematic processes defined to help developers building analysis patterns. The pattern community is usually more interested in building patterns than in defining rules to build them. For a practitioner, however, such a process may be essential to get started, and to know exactly what steps to take to have a pattern defined in the end.
A MODEL FOR ANALYSIS PATTERNS SPECIFICATION
The process depicted in Figure 2 as an activity diagram, illustrates a systematic model for analysis patterns specification. This process shows what a developer should do when defining an analysis pattern. Each marked block in the activity diagram will be described next. Each activity helps filling in one entry of the template. It is not the aim of this paper to define how an analysis pattern is identified. This work presupposes that this has already been realised. The process is explained next, step by step. Due to space reasons we could not illustrate the approach, but a full example can be found in http://ctp.di.fct.unl.pt/~ja/AP-Process.pdf, where the approach is applied to the analysis pattern "Repair of an Entity" [5] .
Context and Problem Definition. The first activities are realized based on the pattern identification, rooted in a set of applications that were analysed beforehand. The Name must be generic and abstract enough, being adaptable to the same problem within several domains. The Problem states the reason why the pattern is being developed. A pattern only addresses one problem. If we realize that the problem can be decomposed in several selfcontained sub problems, then we isolate one problem per pattern, and recursively apply this process to each identified sub-problem. The Context characterizes the domain in which the problem recurs, addressing its origin, main causes/reasons, and any other relevant aspect. The Motivation entry describes the forces that drive the pattern and gives one example that motivates the use of the pattern. Applicability involves enumeration of the problem core characteristics that are solved through the solution described in this pattern.
Requirements. The Requirements set of activities consists first of the identification and description of FRs, NFRs and participants, which can be realised in parallel as they are strongly coupled. Examples. The previous steps encourage precise definition of an analysis pattern. However, for better understanding we need concrete examples. The Known Uses field should enumerate at least three examples of the pattern application in implemented systems. The Examples field shows how the pattern was applied and all transformations necessary to the initial context so that it could be applied.
Design Guidance. Design Guidelines provides advice and general guidelines for the implementation step. These advices should be platform and language independent. Design Patterns suggest or identify suitable patterns that can be applied to the implementation of a pattern.
Evolution. For evolution purposes, we need to supply the requirements engineer with some extra information. The History entry explains all the transformations the pattern suffered, tracking the pattern's progress, since the original version. This helps developers to identify what changes have taken place. Structure Adjustments should include all additional extensions, all omitted fields, and the reasons for those decisions. Also Known As lists additional names for which a pattern is also known.
RELATED WORK
In [10] , a pattern language is described for requirements elicitation. Guidance is provided for analysts and product developers to apply a set of techniques to produce a deeper understanding of the problem area. However, this pattern language is more appropriate to simpler pattern descriptions, not applicable to our template.
Several approaches define templates for analysis and requirements patterns. Robertson [14] uses an event/use case approach and employs a template for pattern description with only four fields: name, context, solution, and related patterns. Konrad and Cheng [7] focus on requirements patterns for embedded systems. Fowler proposed the concept of analysis patterns for the representation of conceptual models for commercial processes [6] . Fernandez and Yuan present the Semantic Analysis Pattern [6] which portrays a small set of coherent use cases that describe a basic generic application. All these approaches focus on the structure of analysis patterns, and not on the definition of a process of how to build them. Our work addresses this issue by presenting a systematic process model.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a systematic process to specify analysis patterns using a template that provides detailed information. The aim was to facilitate the developers' work in charge of the analysis patterns specifications by guiding them in this task. We believe that this approach will (a) encourage software engineers to specify patterns with better quality and (b) provide developers with more detailed information, essential to decide which pattern should be chosen. Notice, however, that it is not our intention to propose a rigid process. Adaptations are allowed if needed to follow the common practices of an organization.
As future work, we intend to adapt the process to accommodate the emerging aspect-oriented analysis specifications. With such work we envision that it shall be possible to broaden the template's applicability and usage. Furthermore, we plan to provide tool support not only for the process model presented in this paper, but also to automatically reconfigure and adjust this process to accommodate organization's particularities.
